
By Cathryn Drake

L
ONG ISOLATED from everything but Be-
douin caravans and the occasional con-
queror, the Siwa oasis has all the hall-

marks of a great escape: adventure, exoticism,
history, relaxation—even great food.

This idyllic island of green is located in
Egypt’s vast Western Desert, where the pow-
dery dunes of the Great Sand Sea begin. The
desert contains some of the most arid land on
earth, but this lush spot is home to about
300,000 date palms, 80,000 olive trees and
four sapphire salt lakes.

Still known for its prized dates (a specialty
often stuffed with almonds), Siwa seems to
have changed little in the past 2,000 years,
with torrid winds blowing up from the Sa-
haran dunes to carve their story in its golden
hills. But the oasis, visited by travelers as var-
ied as backpackers and European royalty, is
now being touted as a destination for ecotour-
ism.

Mounir Neamatalla, a U.S.-educated Cairo
native, hopes to make Siwa a model of sustain-
able development with private incentives and
microfinance programs through his organiza-
tion, EQI.

Captivated on his first visit in 1996, Mr.
Neamatalla opened the Adrère Amellal
ecolodge four years later. Built from the local
material kersheef, a mixture of mud and salt,
the compound blends into the landscape and
requires no electricity. At night, the lodge is
illuminated completely by candlelit lanterns.
Organic gourmet meals, served under the
shade of date palms near the swimming pool,
are cooked using propane tanks with ingredi-
ents grown mostly on the premises.

A spring delivers water to the pool, gar-
den and 40 rooms: Water flows from the pool
to irrigate the garden and plantations, and
from the showers to the wetlands, where the
runoff is purified through a system of absor-
bent papyrus and three layers of rock salt, fi-
nally streaming into Birket Siwa, a large salt
lake.

Near Egypt’s border with Libya, Siwa is an
eight-hour drive from Cairo unless you have a
private jet and permission to land at the mili-
tary airport 40 kilometers away. An asphalt
road linking Siwa to Marsa Matruh, on the
Mediterranean coast, was built in 1981, end-
ing the oasis’s centuries of isolation.

By the time I first visited Siwa in 1999, too
many wells had already been dug, resulting in
frequent flooding and the prospect of water
supplies running dry. Rumors of a commercial
airport were also on the horizon. But the mem-
ory from Siwa that remained etched in my
mind was that of a courtyard piled with green
and black olives, with a youth in a loose white
tunic straining at an olive press in time-hon-
ored tradition.

Ever since, I had longed to return to see
whether Siwa’s timeless charm would be just
a memory impoverished by the invasion of mo-
dernity and tourism, like so many former
earthly paradises.

A flier from the Siwa Tourist Office dubs
the oasis “the world’s first and oldest tourist
destination.” The most remote oasis in Egypt,
Siwa has also been inhabited the longest. Its
Berber natives, who have retained their
unique language and customs, are more akin
to their tribal relatives in the Maghreb than to
fellow Egyptians. Home to the Oracle of
Amun, whose ancient temple is still partly
standing, Siwa was first settled about 10,000
years ago and sought out for its valuable salt
supply.

Over the centuries the remote palmed en-
clave has enticed many to brave the route
through the scorching desert. In 524 B.C., an
army of 50,000 Persian soldiers reportedly
perished in a sandstorm on the way to sack
Siwa. After establishing Alexandria nearly
200 years later, Alexander the Great headed
south from the coast for an eight-day trek to
get confirmation from the divine mouthpiece
that he was a god, the son of Zeus.

Reaching Siwa is difficult enough that the
arrival itself is part of the reward. As we turn
south from the Mediterranean coast, the wind
augurs the road by whipping up a minor sand-

storm.
After about three hours of flat nothingness

and an occasional military watchtower or oil-
field track, we encounter giant flat-topped pla-
teaus reflecting the geography of the former
seabed (fossils of ancient mollusks can still be
found among the wavy dunes). Soon, mud
dwellings and palm trees spring up out of no-
where, culminating in the town center, an-
nounced by a few larger cement buildings and
finally the medieval citadel and small market
square.

Mr. Neamatalla recently opened two more
modest hotels in downtown Siwa. The mud-
brick Shali Lodge, a five-minute walk down a
palm-lined road from the main square, is
decked out in handicrafts and Bedouin car-
pets, with a large lounge area and lively ter-
race restaurant.

I stayed at Albabenshal, an 11-room bed
and breakfast built into the ruins of Shali, the
13th-century citadel, which is being restored.
Indiscernible from the ancient mud structure,
which resembles a melting sandcastle, the ho-
tel has a calming, spare aesthetic, adorned
with carved palm-wood doors and shutters,

cylindrical salt lanterns, and striped Bedouin
carpets in earth tones.

The rooms are comfortably ventilated
with a traditional cooling system: 50-centime-
ter-thick mud walls with three circular holes
in a triangular arrangement near the ceiling.
The highest one conducts heat out; the lower
two, half the diameter, bring in fresh air.

About 12 kilometers southwest of Siwah is
Bir Wahed, a hot sulfur spring discovered by
oil prospectors, framed by palms and some
tufts of grass, where one can take a dip and re-
cline as the afternoon sun diminishes in inten-
sity—followed by a refreshing swim in the
cool spring nearby.

Closer to Siwa, it’s easy to while away the
day at the Adrère Amellal ecolodge, a short
drive out of town and beyond the ancient
necropolis Gabal al-Mawta, or Mountain of
the Dead, a site with an impressive view and
beautifully decorated tombs that locals be-
lieve to be haunted. Adrère Amellal is nestled
between the tabletop White Mountain, for
which it is named, and Birket Siwa.

At a small circular tower on the lakeshore
we have green mud from Upper Egypt slath-

ered all over us. There is a small pool where
you can rinse yourself after the mud dries. Our
poolside lunch: pea risotto with stuffed
beetroot leaves and iced hibiscus-mint tea, fol-
lowed by crème caramel.

Mr. Neamatalla, whose hotels are managed
by locals, has started a trend of historic resto-
ration and is behind many of the microfinanc-
ing initiatives in the oasis, including organic
agriculture, and training and employing local
women to embroider clothes, part of a fashion
business headed by his sister, Laila.

“There is no development without wom-
en’s development,” he says. Europeans are
also buying and building houses around the oa-
sis and stimulating employment.

British art dealer Michael Hue-Williams,
who flies in with his private jet, has built a
chic, airy residence in kersheef next to the re-
sort. He facilitates major art projects for
Siwa, such as Chinese artist Cai Guo-Qiang’s
2003 collaboration with local schoolchildren
to make and fly hundreds of kites in the
desert, and a sailing ship constructed by Rus-
sian artists Ilya and Emilia Kabakov in 2005
with the help of local kids.

In her 1999 book “Pillar of Sand,” fresh-wa-
ter expert Sandra Postel observes, “It is impos-
sible to talk about the history of human civili-
zation without talking about water.” In
Siwa—a microcosm of our planet’s environ-
mental dilemma—one is constantly aware of
both its presence and its dearth.

With the increasing population and influx
of tourism requiring more wells, the issue of
whether to open a commercial airport may be
merely academic: It would likely only speed
up the inevitable loss of the very character
that draws visitors to the oasis.

I remember a romantic sunset at the ther-
mal pool on Fatnis Island, in Birket Siwa, with
a thatched café that the proprietor dubbed his
“million-star hotel.” But to avoid seeing any-
one, go to the hot springs behind Gabal Dak-
rur, a sacred mountain, at midnight and soak
under the cool light of the full moon, where
you will feel utterly out of this world.

For now at least, although all that re-
mains of the oracle of Amun is a ruined tem-
ple, Siwa is still one of the few magical places
left on earth to relax and regenerate far from
the globalizing crowds—and at least feel like
a god.
 —Cathryn Drake is

a writer based in Rome.

In Egypt’s desert, an oasis blooms anew

Clockwise from above left: entry of bed and breakfast Albabenshal at the ruins of Shali; resting at a
desert spring; lunch at Adrère Amellal; the Adrère Amellal ecolodge.
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The Fortress of Shali at
the Siwa oasis in Egypt’s
Western Desert.
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By Rupert Darwall

A
S DOUBLE ACTS go, the names of Marx
and Engels don’t have quite the ring of
Bonnie and Clyde or Laurel and Hardy,

but celebrity wasn’t ever the point. Revolu-
tion was.

It is often assumed that Friedrich Engels
(1820-95), a prosperous mill owner, was a
kind of patron to Karl Marx, and so he proved
to be. But he was a formidable thinker in his
own right. According to the late Leszek Kola-
kowski, the author of “Main Currents of Marx-
ism,” Marx’s powers of abstract thought were
superior, but Engels surpassed Marx at relat-
ing theory to empirical data. Tristram Hunt’s
admiring biography of Engels, “Marx’s Gen-
eral,” goes further to redress the balance, ar-

guing on behalf of En-
gels’s intellectual con-
tribution and, along
the way, showing him
to be a more interest-
ing and paradoxical
character than the man
who pioneered the
mumbo-jumbo of dia-
lectical materialism.

Mr. Hunt depicts a
laughter-loving En-
gels, a “joy inspirer” to
his friends—the origi-

nal champagne communist. In later life, En-
gels said that his idea of happiness was a Châ-
teau Margaux 1848. The year is an important
one in non-vintage respects, too—it was the
year of Marx and Engels’s “Communist Mani-
festo” and of the revolutions across Europe
that seemed to validate, for a brief moment,
its road map to a socialist utopia.

At the time, Engels and Marx, who had met
years before in Paris, were both living in Brus-
sels, though soon enough they would end up
in England. Born in Germany, Engels had
spent part of his early 20s in Manchester, and
he returned there when the 1848 revolutions
failed.

For two decades he helped to run the mills
that his family partly owned, sending part of
his share of the profits (while helping himself
to more) to Marx, who was in London writing
“Das Kapital.” Engels even hunted foxes with
Cheshire’s landed gentry, “the greatest physi-
cal pleasure I know,” as he confessed. Eventu-
ally he sold his interest in the business to be-
come a Victorian rentier, reading The Econo-
mist for investing tips and deriding the idea,
proposed by some, that readers of a socialist
newspaper should look to it for investment ad-
vice. “Anyone who does so will burn his fin-
gers, and serve him right.”

Mr. Hunt paints sympathetic portraits of
communism’s founding circle, enamored of

Hegelian philosophy and other ideas floating
around 19th-century Europe. We meet, for in-
stance, the colorful Polish aristocrat August
von Cieszkowski, who turned the hyper-ab-
stract reasoning of German idealism into
“praxis,” an unlovely word for practical revo-

lutionary activity. Then there is the ex-rabbi
Moses Hess, “the first communist of the
party,” who argued that theology was anthro-
pology and that anthropology was socialism:
in short, that communism would bring about
heaven on Earth, the fulfillment of religion by

its negation. Engels had a falling out with Hess
and cuckolded him in an act of vengeance, writ-
ing to Marx about the exquisite sight of Hess
brandishing his pistols and parading his horns
before the whole of Brussels.

When Engels first arrived in Manchester,
he was astonished to find a working class
with, as he put it, “more knowledge than most
‘cultivated’ bourgeois in Germany.” But when
it came to writing “The Conditions of the
Working Class in England” (1844)—described
by Mr. Hunt as a tour de force—Engels air-
brushed out the “cultivated” aspect of British
working-class life. Instead he described urban
industrial horror and talked of “the dissolu-
tion of mankind into monads.”

Not that he celebrated the pre-industrial
peasantry. Industrialization, Engels con-
ceded, had pulled the working class out of a
vegetative state “not worthy of human be-
ings.” By the 1860s, he was flabbergasted to
see Manchester’s workers electing Tories to
represent them in Parliament, although he
had previously observed with rising dismay
that the working class in England was on the
way to becoming bourgeois.

At times, reading Mr. Hunt’s account, one
wonders where Engels would have ended up
on the ideological color chart without his asso-
ciation with Marx. He went through a phase of
feeling vitriolic about the Slavs, even advocat-
ing (to quote Mr. Hunt) “a policy of ethnic
cleansing in the service of progress and his-
tory.” In a letter to a German socialist, Engels
wrote: “I am enough of an authoritarian to re-
gard the existence of such aborigines in the
heart of Europe as an anachronism.” More
proto-National Socialist than Communist.

Mr. Hunt is remarkably good at distilling
an epoch and conveying a sense of place, and
he perfectly judges the pace of his narrative,
illustrating what he is saying without burden-
ing the reader with detail best left in the ar-
chives. In his preface and epilogue, he turns
from historian to polemicist, claiming that
Marxism, even today, can deepen our under-
standing of the current recession and of global-
ization’s harsh effects. He seems to believe, na-
ively, that a creed requiring the abolition of
private property will not require the system-
atic use, or threat, of violence.

Fortunately for humanity (that is, the part
of it living outside university campuses),
Marxism is dead as a political force. Kola-
kowski once suggested that it was arguably
not worth reading the works of a philosopher
who never suspected himself of being a charla-
tan. Did such a thought ever occur to Engels?
It’s hard to tell. What can be said is that the
ideology that he and Marx left the world ruth-
lessly crushed any such speculation.

—Mr. Darwall is writing a history of global
warming.

By Cynthia Crossen

DAN CHAON’S NEW novel, “Await Your
Reply,” begins with a boy being rushed

to the hospital, his severed hand iced in a
Styrofoam cooler beside him. This is classic
Chaon (pronounced SHAWN)—grab the
reader by the throat and dare him to stop
turning the pages. In “Await Your Reply,”
three interwoven narratives explore the
ways identity is invented, corrupted,
bought and stolen. Mr. Chaon, 45 years old,
is a professor of humanities and creative
writing at Oberlin College in Ohio. In both
“Await Your Reply” and Mr. Chaon’s first
novel, “You Remind Me of Me,” a central
character tries to come to terms with hav-
ing been adopted. He has also published
two short-story collections. In an interview,
Mr. Chaon said he doesn’t have a Kindle but
he does enjoy Twitter. In a recent tweet, he
wondered, “What if Twitter asked, ‘Why are
you doing this?’ instead of ‘What are you do-
ing?’” That’s the question Mr. Chaon’s fic-
tion asks and answers.

Q: Is identity really as malleable as it
seems from your novels?

You’re a different person when you’re at
work, at home, out with your friends. Over
the course of your life, your sense of self
and where you belong in the world changes.
In my case, it was fairly radical. I started
out in a fairly poor working-class home, my
dad was a construction worker. Now I’m liv-
ing in a nice suburban community, and I’m
a college professor. Identity is a creation
that we’re all engaged in. We’re all novel-
ists, putting together the stories of our own
lives.

Q: Were you a reader as a child?
I grew up in a really small town in Ne-

braska. I was the only kid my age in town. I
learned pretty quickly to entertain myself,
and books were a big part of that.

Q: When did you find out you were
adopted?

I knew as soon as I was old enough to un-

derstand. My parents followed the philoso-
phy of telling early and making sure the
child knows, “We chose you because you’re
special.” That’s the line I remember. In my
mind, I could vividly see my parents going
to someplace like a pet store and looking at
all these kids in bassinets and picking me.

Q: You’d think there would be more fic-
tion about identity theft—it seems like
such a juicy topic.

It’s hard to write because the technology
of identity theft is changing so fast that by
the time you describe a specific process, it’s
already gone by the wayside.

The champagne communist

Author
Dan Chaon

Friedrich Engels in the
1870s; right, Engels
with Karl Marx.
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Telling tales of stolen identities
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Page-turners
Read excerpts from

‘Marx’s General’ and ‘Await Your Reply’ at
WSJ.com/Books
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